
KAYAK PADDLES 
 
Like most sporting subjects, paddles are not as straight forward as you might think.  Prices 
can vary from as little as £30.00 to as much as £300 depending on skill level, bank balance 
and even ego.  However, a good quality paddle is the first major investment of any sensible 
paddler and careful research will reveal one of the right price, the right quality and size that 
will last for years.  A quality, light and strong paddle certainly will help in skills development. 
 
Kayak Paddle Technical Terms: 
 
Blades – the flat bits at the ends.  These vary in size, shape and material.  For a first paddle I 
recommend a medium size blade, made of nylon for durability, with an asymmetric shape 
(slightly pointed at the top) 
Shaft – the long straight bit between the two blades.  Aluminuim is cheap but cold on the 
hands especially in winter.  Glass fibre or Carbon are progressively more expensive but never 
feel cold and are much lighter.  Avoid aluminium if you can. 
Feather – the angle of separation between the blades.  This takes time to find a personal 
preference but I recommend no more than a 45 degree feather. 
Length – the total length from blade tip to blade tip.  Sea kayakers have very long paddles for 
maximum forward efficiency; river paddlers have very short ones for agility and manoeuvre.  
For the aspiring young paddler a length of 1.90m to 1.95m may initially be slightly too long but 
he or she will never grow out of it. 
Right Hand or Left Hand – speaks for itself. 
 
 So what fits the bill for a quality entry level kayak paddle.  Here are 3 suggestions: 
 
Ainsworth N102 Asymetric 1.94 RH.  Nylon blades on a fibre-glass shaft for approx £95.00  
(plastic coated alu shaft is £30,.00 less) 
 
Origanz Nevis Bluff 1.94 RH.  Nylon blades on a carbon shaft.  Approx £90.00. 
 
Werner Rio 1.94 RH.  Nylon blades on a fibre-glass shaft.  Approx £110.00. 
 
You can view these on any number of websites – just type in kayak paddles to your search 
engine.  However, I recommend you do not buy a first paddle by Internet until you have 
actually seen the real thing.  Stirling Canoes at Stirling and Brookbanks at Perth can both 
either sell from stock or order in for you.  If you go to either shop you will get good advice from 
the staff on what is suitable and for SCA members both offer sufficient discount to compete 
with Internet prices. 
 
 
Colin Redstone 
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